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THE SERVICE 

MODERN PRACTICALITY: CAPSULE COLLECTIONS OF BABY WARDROBE BASICS ,  DEL IVERED AS  YOUR BABY GROWS. 

Basal Baby is committed to helping parents find convenience and consistency during a time when nothing seems to stay the same 

for very long. The first year is a time of tremendous growth, babies triple in size during their first year and grow in and out of at least 

four sizes. This means frequent size ups and wardrobe updates for parents. Every time baby "sizes up," at minimum a new set of 

basics – i.e., onesies and pants, is needed. Basal Baby simplifies the "size up" by sending bundles of the essential clothing items a baby 

needs day in and day out, as a baby grows.  

The Bundle Builder 

Our bundle builder allows customers to visually create their own capsule collections, choosing styles and colors that best suit their 

baby’s life and style. Pick from 4, 6, or 9 piece collections. Subscription customers are sent an email before each size up with the 

option and link to refresh their bundle selections.  

Visit the bundle builder 

Size Up (Subscription) Plans 

Customers who join a Size Up Plan will get a new set of basics delivered every three months in their babies’ next size up. This means 

parents are ready for that inevitable morning that baby wakes up and doesn't fit into anything, because sometimes they really do 

grow up over night. Since our bundles are delivered direct, we’ve cut out excessive retail markups. Subscription customers get the 

benefit of premium quality organic cotton garments at accessible prices in the quantity they need.  

Learn More 

http://basalbaby.com/pages/build-a-bundle
http://basalbaby.com/pages/subscribe
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VISIT OUR INSTAGRAM  

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/basalbaby/
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CONSCIOUS CLOTHING 

The Clothing 

We support the slow fashion movement and believe that dedication to convenience can co-exist with commitment to the 

environment and ethical manufacturing. 

Our essential basics are made from premium GOTS certified organic cotton. This means no unnecessary harm to the 

environment or the farmers who tend it. This also means safer, softer, and sturdier clothing for baby. 

We are committed to supporting ethical manufacturing. All Basal Baby essential basics are made in India by real people 

and manufactured in fair trade certified facilities. This means no child labor, regulated hours, safe working conditions, meals, 

and transportation for the people who craft our clothing.  

More about our basics 

The Clean Start Campaign 

Helping parents transform the way we raise our children, so the next generation isn’t burdened with undoing decades of 

unhealthy habits and may inherit a healthier + happier world. Providing parents with resources and knowledge so that they 

may in turn teach the next generation how to be better + more conscious consumers of food, clothing and body products 

within healthy habitual frameworks.  

Letter from the Founder  

 

http://basalbaby.com/pages/get-to-know-our-basics
http://basalbaby.com/blogs/news/letter-from-the-founder
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ESSENTIALIST ATTITUDE 

WE BELIEVE IN HAVING IT ALL, JUST MAYBE NOT SO MUCH OF IT.   

Our mantra is less, but better. This doesn't mean no stuff. We like stuff, just not stuff for stuff's sake. Our goal is to learn to 

live and accumulate in a way that results in a life surrounded by things that are useful, beautiful, or meaningful, and not a 

thing more. 

We are inspired by intentional curation and thoughtful design, both for life and stuff. Our blog and newsletter are our 

dedicated spaces for exploring essentialism and a well crafted life.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

OUR FOUNDING STORY  

http://basalbaby.com/pages/about-us

